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Oracle is taking the final step to rid the web of its
terrible Java browser plugin. While the plugin started
off life back in the '90s as an innocent way to bring
app-like features to browsers, in recent years it has
been a headache to users and IT admins struggling to
fight against its mountain of security flaws and
malware issues. Microsoft and Google have both killed
off support for Java applets in Edge and Chrome,
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leaving Internet Explorer and Safari as the only
alternatives for people who really need Java
applications in their browser.
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Google removed the technology needed for Java
applets in September, and Microsoft's latest Windows
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10 operating system
shipped with its Edge
browser six months ago
without support for plugins
like Java. Mozilla has
announced plans to remove
support for plugins like
Silverlight and Java in

MODERN
BROWSERS
DON'T CARE
ABOUT JAVA
ANYMORE

Firefox by the end of the
year. Oracle is now
planning to deprecate the Java browser plugin in its
JDK 9 release due in September.
It's hard to say exactly when Java browser plugins will
fully disappear, but if you're using a modern web
browser like Microsoft Edge or Google Chrome then
you're already one step ahead. Businesses who still
rely on Java browser plugins will be able to continue
using them in compatible browsers for the short-term,
but Oracle is providing them with a big warning that
this is the final nail in the coffin of its Java browser
plugin.
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